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MINUTES OF THE FIFTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF  
ADDYSG OEDOLION CYMRU | ADULT LEARNING WALES 

 

Held virtually by Zoom Webinar on Tuesday 30 March 2021,  
at multiple locations 

 
Present: 
Officers - Nia Parry (President), John Graystone (Chair), Kathryn Robson (Chief Executive), 
Stephen Thomas (Company Secretary/Clerk) (4).  
 
Individual Members - Mark Baines, Elaine Bannister, Farzana Bibi, Marion Burke, Gareth 
Cork, Caroline Davies, Cath Dawkes, Maggi Dawson, Sam Emmett, Judith Evans, Salamatu 
Fada, Christopher Franks, Christina Gallagher, Jeremy Gass, Jonathan Goddard, Tahira 
Gulzar, Cath Hicks, Jayne Ireland, June Jeremy, Michelle Kerswell, Dona Lewis, Ann 
Lowther, Stephen Nicholls, Grace Oloditan, Alexandra Raab, Martyn Reed, Susan Roberts, 
Karl Sadil, Suzanne Samuel, Toni Schiavone, Marilyn Thomas, Jan Tiley, Kim Vidal, Courtney 
Whitelock (34). 
 
Individual Members & Branch representatives - Cathy Clark (Oakdale & Blackwood), Phil 
Elias (Llanelli), Jenni Jones-Annetts (Caerphilly), Sonia Reynolds (Upper Amman & Twrch 
Valley) (4). 
 
Individual Member & Aff. Org. representative - Dafydd Rhys (Geirda, Wrexham) (1). 
 
Branch representatives - Derek Edwards (Unit 10, Carpentry for All), Margaret Ware 
(Caerphilly) (2). 
 
Affiliated Organisation representatives - Ela Denley (Vale Plus, Barry), Cheryl Fereday 
(Rhondda Cynon Taf CBC), Hooda Griffiths (Vale Plus, Barry) (3). 
 
Speakers, Supporters & Staff in attendance - Uzo Iwobi (Founder, Race Council Cymru); 
Rob Humphreys (Interim Chair, Higher Education Funding Council for Wales/ex-Chair, 
WEA Cymru); Huw Baker (Auditor, Baker Knoyle Chartered Accountants Ltd.); Catrin Gilkes 
& Steffan Wiliam (simultaneous interpreters); Clare Evans, Sarah K Jones, Rhydian Williams 
(staff technical team); Alison Chapman, Clair Charalambous, Barbara Longshadow, Mary 
Morris, Yasmin Rehman, Michael Scraggs, Florence Walkey (staff members) (15). 
 
Apologies: 
A number of people had sent their apologies for the meeting informally, some of whom 
had voted by proxy. No formal list of apologies was drawn up on this occasion, however.  
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Item ADDYSG OEDOLION CYMRU | ADULT LEARNING WALES 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2021 AND ‘SHAPING THE FUTURE’ EVENT 
1. Introduction to the Annual General Meeting (AGM) 

 
Nia Parry welcomed everyone to the AGM, her first as President and the first one to 
be held through video technology in this virtual form. She explained the visual 
format that Zoom Webinar would provide in terms of presentation and some 
technical points on how participants could pose questions or make points during 
the meeting (the ‘Chat’ function). Participation in votes would be undertaken in live 
on-screen voting, with indicative results to be projected straight away on screen. The 
constitutional proxy voting provision meant 5 votes had been received beforehand 
by the Company Secretary: these would be cast accordingly and the final tally 
recorded in the minutes. 
 
The options available for simultaneous interpretation were then explained, with 
separate audio channels for English language, Welsh language, and original 
language audio reception, as two interpreters were being used. 
 

2. Approval of previous AGM minutes and update on achievements in relation to 
motions passed there 
 
The draft minutes of Addysg Oedolion Cymru | Adult Learning Wales’s (AOC|ALW’s) 
third AGM, held at Wrexham Glyndŵr University on 23 March 2019, and of the notes 
of its virtual, fourth AGM held on 26 March 2020, were approved as correct records 
by those present who had participated in them.  
 
In terms of the six motions passed at them (three apiece) which required follow-up 
action, a document setting out developments had been circulated with the AGM’s 
papers. Kathryn Robson elaborated on this. On creating an educated democracy and 
pursuit of Raymond Williams’s broader goals, while it was acknowledged there was 
more to be done, undertakings with the Co-operative College and in supporting 
activity related to Williams’s centenary celebrations in 2021 were referred to as 
significant contributions. 
 
Increased activity for the aged so as to combat loneliness, counter depression and 
reduce dementia had been pursued: specific branch initiatives, use of funds to 
encourage student travel and participation, and volunteering developments by staff 
in light of Covid-19 on this broad agenda were all adduced as examples.  
 
As for providing learners with adequate personal support, both pastoral and digital 
support had increased substantially in light of the move to on-line teaching over the 
previous year. An Additional Learning Needs Co-ordinator was now in place, and 
tutors and support workers were providing extra support outside course delivery 
hours on an increasing basis. Digital exclusion had been addressed as well (in so far 
as budgets and staffing allowed) and a new digital form introduced to assist with the 
inevitable increase in learner support requests which had stemmed from the move 
to virtual, or blended, learning. 
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As for 2020’s motions, regarding the one on plugging in to social prescribing 
initiatives and prioritising health and wellbeing matters, the Organisation was a 
member of two Welsh networking and co-ordination groups on this matter. A 
measure of the seriousness with which this was taken was the new Health and 
Wellbeing Strategy implemented by the Organisation, covering learners and other 
stakeholders as well as staff. 
 
On the issue of toilet facilities for disabled people/learners, this was part of 
continuing work - including adaptations for hoist facilities at properties owned by 
AOC|ALW.  On the additional matter of dyslexia monitoring, this fell under the 
universal learning provision that allowed the Organisation’s learners to access 
equipment and resources with minimum delay. 
 
Finally, the motion about promoting co-operative education: the work of a national 
strategic group and a number of sub-groups stemming from it had kept up 
momentum on collaborative approaches in adult education and there had also been 
recent initiatives in liaison with the Co-operative College for tutors’ continuing 
professional development.  
 

3. Presentation of Addysg Oedolion Cymru | Adult Learning Wales’s Annual Report 
and Financial Statements 2019/20 
 
Stephen Nicholls, Chair of the Resources Committee, referred to the brief financial 
information circulated with the AGM papers. The full audited Report and Financial 
Statements, approved by the Council, was available on the Organisation’s web site, 
or from the Company Secretary. All of the Organisation’s 6 financial objectives for 
the year were achieved. Although volatility created by Covid-19 meant that 
educational delivery targets were not reached on this occasion because of the 
lockdown that coincided with Term 3 of the academic year, targets agreed with the 
Welsh Government for the 2020/21 year were reduced to make them more 
achievable in a pandemic. Continued good financial support from the Welsh 
Government was a positive too, though alternative funding sources were also being 
sought. The nominal losses applying to the Local Government Pension Scheme had 
however resulted in a large overall deficit, which needed noting. 
 
Huw Baker on behalf of auditors Baker Knoyle Chartered Accountants Ltd. confirmed 
that their report was once more unqualified (i.e. positive) in its opinion and referred 
attendees to it within the Report (pp. 23-25), stating that it had been prepared in 
accordance with statutory and legal requirements. On the matter of a going concern 
basis for the Organisation, the balance sheet reflected a healthy financial position: 
the significant pension fund deficit was only one measure of a purely potential 
insolvency. In response to a member’s question on that, there was no pressure being 
applied by actuaries or funds to reconsider current pension commitments. He 
expected there to be a swing in fortunes on pension actuarial forecasts when next 
calculated on a 3-year rolling basis. While it was important to keep monitoring that 
position, it did not of itself adversely colour an overall positive assessment. 
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The President proposed that the Annual Report and Financial Statements for the 
year ended 31 July 2020 be received. This was approved with 53 votes in favour, 1 
against and 1 abstention. Huw Baker was thanked for his input and left the meeting 
at this juncture. 
 

4. Re-appointment of Baker Knoyle Chartered Accountants Ltd. as auditors for the 
2020/21 financial year 
 
As Audit Committee Chair, Chris Franks stated that it was content with the 
performance of Baker Knoyle Chartered Accountants Ltd. (formerly known as Btp 
Associates Ltd.) as external auditors. He commended their work and that of staff 
given the challenges presented by the Covid-19 pandemic, and proposed the 
auditors’ re-appointment for the 2020/21 financial year exercise. The proposal was 
approved, with 51 votes in favour, none against and 7 abstentions. 
 

5.  
 

Report from our representatives on four University Courts 
 
This agenda item informed members of developments resulting from the formal 
status that the Organisation had on the Courts of Swansea, Aberystwyth, Bangor, 
and Cardiff universities. The four written reports previously circulated were for 
differing years because of disruption in Courts’ meetings caused by the pandemic. 
There were no comments or questions: the AGM accepted the Report as submitted. 
 

6. 
 

Chief Executive’s Overview of the year’s work, 2020/21 
 
Kathryn Robson spoke of the year as being one of challenges and surprises. The 
pandemic had obliged the Organisation to undertake digital developments at pace, 
with the closure of community venues meaning a significant reduction in face-to-
face delivery. Such on-line concentration had led to progress on greater inclusivity 
with learners and branches, and development of new potential markets. A blended 
educational approach would undoubtedly be part of the future. She thought that 
the definition of ‘disadvantaged learner’ had changed in the pandemic too, offering 
us an opportunity.  
 
She commended the hard work, commitment and resilience shown by colleagues, 
and the necessary investment in technology, continuing professional development 
for staff and restructuring that Covid-19 had entailed. While AOC|ALW was in a 
strong position to reap rewards because of its adaptability, she still firmly believed 
that face-to-face teaching was where the Organisation was at its best. Strong 
partnerships had bolstered the Organisation’s presence and a recent exciting 
development was with the Open University in Wales. Mentions were also made to a 
funded research project, the Raymond Williams centenary project, the Voluntary 
Movement Group and a new Strategic Plan for 2021-24, recently in place. The 
Senedd elections in May were being prepared for, with advocacy messages on 
behalf of adult education.  
 
The Chief Executive’s report was formally received by the meeting.  
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7. Chair’s Report on the past year 
 
John Graystone acknowledged what had been covered in the Chief Executive’s 
report, referring to the fact that Kathryn had lost her father the previous week, so the 
Organisation’s thoughts were with her in such difficult times. He also noted the 
recent death of Hywel Francis. He mentioned some appropriate German phrases 
that described the new habits and anxieties that had grown up over the previous 
year in people’s lives, and spoke of the fact that greater emphasis on the importance 
of good mental health meant there was an opportunity for adult educators to meet 
extra demand on wellbeing initiatives. Addysg Oedolion Cymru | Adult Learning 
Wales was particularly well placed to react because it was so strongly community 
focussed, once the blockage (caused by social distancing demands) was overcome. 
He pointed to how privatised parts of the pandemic response, such as track and 
trace, had not performed well while state-run parts of the NHS had done so. This 
augured well for our role, supported as we were by the Welsh Government. He 
expressed his gratitude to staff, Council members, learners and other volunteers 
associated with the Organisation for their dedication throughout difficult times. The 
Chair’s report was formally received by the meeting. 
 

8. Resolutions for Debate 
 
Resolution 1: European Links 
Addysg Oedolion Cymru / Adult Learning Wales recognises the vital importance, 
especially at this time when academic and cultural links with other European 
countries are under threat or have already been broken, of working proactively to 
maintain and develop links with adult education providers, organisations promoting 
democratic and community engagement and allied bodies in other parts of Europe. 
   
We therefore commit to ensuring that we are making the most of such links where 
they already exist and to seeking actively other relevant contacts, in order to 
encourage each other in our work, to exchange examples of good practice, to learn 
from the experience of others, especially in bilingual and multilingual contexts, and 
to share with others from our own unique experiences here in Wales. 
 
Proposer: Geirda (Siôn Aled Owen); Seconder: Cath Hicks. 
Supported by: North East Wales Regional Forum. 
 
The resolution was moved by Dafydd Rhys on behalf of the Geirda company. He 
emphasised the internationalist and inclusive nature of the Organisation and its 
predecessor bodies, the role that education, music and culture played in maintaining 
important links with European countries, and wished the Welsh Government well in 
finding an alternative to the Erasmus exchange programme 
 
The resolution was carried as follows:                                                                             

In Favour: 46 
                                                                                         Against: 1 

                                                                                         Abstention: 1 
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Resolution 2: Gratitude 
We move that our gratitude and praise be given to all AOC | ALW staff, learners, 
volunteers and members involved in helping to maintain and offer learning 
opportunities in a wholly new way over the last challenging year.   
 
This has enabled our students to continue to learn and to stay in contact with others 
- both vital for their wellbeing.   
 
We suggest that these thanks be sent via all of the Organisation’s communication 
channels, so that as many as possible will hear of our debt of gratitude.  
  
Proposer: Toni Schiavone, pp. Council of AOC|ALW; Seconder: Geirda (Siôn Aled   
                                                                                                                                                        Owen). 
Supported by: North East Wales Regional Forum. 
 
The pleasure of presenting this resolution on behalf of the Council fell to Toni 
Schiavone, who wished to acknowledge the perseverance of tutors and students in 
particular in such a difficult year, which provided great faith in the future of the 
Organisation. He underlined the gratefulness shown by trustees, members and 
managers alike for what had been achieved. 
 
The resolution was carried as follows:                                                                      

In Favour: 46 
                                                                       Against: 0 

                                                                       Abstention: 3 
 
Resolution 3: Asylum Seekers 
Due to the restrictions placed on asylum seekers, they are not able to receive public 
funds. This means that any of our learners who are asylum seekers cannot access the 
Welsh Government’s Financial Contingency Fund to support them with their 
learning. We have several applications each year from asylum seekers, which we 
have to turn down. An asylum seeker receives £37 a week to live on, plus 
accommodation: if they are in the process of appealing their application for asylum, 
they receive the same amount of money but in vouchers that can only be spent in 
certain places, and have no access to cash. 
 
This AGM proposes that AOC|ALW initiates a practical means of supporting asylum 
seekers through the creation of a benevolent fund, to which our staff, learners, 
branches, members and partners would be invited to make donations or raise funds. 
Criteria to guide the decision-making process for awards would be drawn up, but 
assisting asylum seekers to purchase stationery, books and bus passes would be 
legitimate expenditure.  
 
Proposer: Jayne Ireland; Seconder: Martyn Reed. 
Supported by: South Wales Central and South East Wales Regional Forums. 
 
Jayne Ireland explained that there were approx. 3,000 asylum seekers in Wales (0.1% 
of the population), most in SE Wales. The motion stemmed from the fact that while 
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Financial Contingency Fund and Additional Learning Support monies existed from 
the Welsh Government, rules for their disbursement meant that asylum seekers were 
ineligible. This was despite the fact that under international and national laws 
asylum seekers were living in Wales legally.  
 
The resolution was carried as follows:                                                                      

In Favour: 45                                                                        
Against: 0 

                                                                       Abstention: 9 
 
Resolution 4: Branch Members 
The Council of Addysg Oedolion Cymru | Adult Learning Wales notes recent 
suggestions made on strengthening the links between members of branches of the 
Organisation and the activities of the Organisation at a national level.  
 
It therefore proposes to this Annual General Meeting that Standing Order 4 of the 
Charity, regarding its national membership, be amended thus to read in its second 
category of membership: 
 
“Individuals: Learner members – Free for the first year of membership; and 
individual members of Branches – Free for the year in which they are first 
registered as members of their Branch, and renewable for as long as they 
remain members of their Branch.” 
 
Proposer: Cathy Clark, pp. Council of AOC|ALW and Oakdale & Blackwood Branch; 
Seconder: Caerphilly Branch. 
 
In the view of Cathy Clark as proposer, this amendment represented a small reward 
for the loyalty of so many branch members and an opportunity to thank them, often 
for many years of dedication to the Organisation. 
 
The resolution was carried as follows:                                                                      

In Favour: 42                                                                        
Against: 5 

                                                                       Abstention: 10 
 

9. Shaping the Future – presentations and panel discussion 
 
Uzo Iwobi spoke first on the theme of equal learning opportunities through Covid-19 
and beyond, explaining her links with AOC|ALW through having been Welsh 
representative on the 1919 Centenary Commission on Adult Education. She referred 
to the greater adverse effect of the pandemic on black, Asian and minority ethnic 
(BAME) people in Wales because of socio-economic and inequality factors. In 
response to the Black Lives Matter movement, the Welsh Government had published 
its first Anti-Racism Plan for the whole of Wales, which went further than aiming 
merely to inculcate non-racist attitudes. She urged the dynamic organisation that 
AOC|ALW was to sign the declaration on it and to implement its findings in its own 
work. Education and awareness raising on those matters were required as part of the 
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commendable work that it was already undertaking, so contributing to greater 
cohesion between young people and communities of all backgrounds. 
 
The second speaker was Rob Humphreys, who spoke in a personal capacity on 
challenges, risks and opportunities after Covid. He believed adult education was so 
interwoven into the economy and society as a whole that their post-pandemic 
prospects were essentially the same. He recounted his daily walks up Townhill in 
Swansea during lockdown and the vantage point that that offered him - of an 
international city, of the poor and multicultural parts of the city directly below, of the 
proposed tidal lagoon and its links to the climate change crisis, and of young people 
gathering in groups who were potentially the biggest losers from the Covid period. 
The danger was that the inequalities observed from that vantage point would only 
grow larger post-Covid, with increased digitalisation creating bigger gaps and 
crunch decisions on reduced public funding affecting smaller ‘cinderella’ budgets 
such as that for adult education. Opportunities nevertheless existed: in the prospects 
for clean energy projects, supporting the foundational economy while also 
providing a case example on climate change teaching; on using adult education as a 
significant medium for holding the debate about the future that was wanted, which 
should be an aspiration for AOC|ALW as a democratic body; and in re-setting the dial 
to place adult education as a priority - a challenge, given that there would inevitably 
be a new Welsh Minister for Education - and seeking as much as a tripling of the 
budget for it. There would also be future restructuring of further and higher 
education to influence, and a need to argue why new priorities were needed in this 
realm.  
 
In response to questions from members, Uzo Iwobi believed the Organisation should 
never underestimate its power to inspire, citing its current and former female Chief 
Executives as examples of achievers: with black history now on the Welsh history 
curriculum there was scope for further progress. Rob Humphreys acknowledged in 
answering another point that Raymond Williams was an important role model to 
follow when aiming to re-prioritise society’s goals. A questioner raised the issue of 
Colwyn Bay Library’s closure: such local political campaigning and education was 
precisely what the Organisation, and its recently formed Voluntary Movement 
Group, was well situated to advocate for. The overall message was that AOC|ALW 
needed to be bold and use the fact that it was a broad movement to demand the 
right to lifelong learning in Wales, more loudly than it had already been doing. 
 

10. Thanks and Closing Comments 
 
Nia Parry thanked everyone for their input to the day - and especially those staff 
directly involved with its technological arrangements, which had gone smoothly. 
She looked forward to having the opportunity to meet people in person the 
following year and stated what an honour it was to be the Organisation’s President. 
 

 


